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According to a recent study (CRESME, 2016), Public
Procurement market registered a significant standoff
following the New Code of Contracts enactment
(D.Lgs. 50/2016), that can be observed in terms of
number of calls for tender’s reduction and average bid
drop increase. At the same time, slight changes in
trend, achieved in 2017 and pointed out by the same
study, can lead to another interpretation of the market’s
standoff: a transitional phase, due to the
understandable necessity of time, for Public
Administrations and businesses, to implement the new
procedures, instead of a proof of the regulation’s
incapacity to positively respond to the Country’s needs.
The impact evaluation of the New Code of Contracts is
a complex, but crucial, issue, essential to ensure
effectiveness to the intervention and launch new
participatory processes. 

Among the different evaluation tools available to the
legislator, supposed to quality-orientate policy cycles,

the one belonging to the ex-post phase is the
Monitoring&Evaluation process, that applies, in Italy,
according to a 2-years plan for laws’ evaluation and
review.

On that basis, the purpose of the present study is to
analyse the Code’s short-term impacts, almost two
years after its enactment. The indicator that will be used
as a ‘flag’ for this investigation is the study of
Anomalous Bids, those that are ‘abnormally’ low in
relation to the extent of the services required by the call
for tenders, up to give rise to the suspicion that the bid
is not serious and that the contractual service may not
be performed correctly by the business, due to the fact
that they do not ensure an adequate profit for the
economic operator (ANAC).

In procedural terms, in fact, the anti-disturbance policy
introduced by the New Code strongly differs from the
corresponding regulatory framework at the European
level, stipulating that the rule for anomaly threshold
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1. INTRODUCTION

To ensure the effectiveness of a regulatory activity, it is
vital to know how the proposed regulation will be
correctly enforced and to understand the capacity of
affected parties to comply with it (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 2007). The
evaluation is within the policy process, integrated at
every step of it: from formulation (design, planning) to
implementation and finally at the operational stage
(collected data monitoring). At the final stage of the
policy process, after the regulation is operable, a
Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) process should
include an evaluation of whether regulations are
operating in the manner that was expected (Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2007). In
order to achieve the best results, then, policymaking
should systematically imply evaluation, within an
integrated process, by using the most suitable tools –
relating to the context – for positive or negative impacts’
examination, as long as they are consistent, flexible,
analytical and integrate both qualitative and quantitative
analyses (Jacobs, 2004). 

At an operational level the procedure that allows to
ensure effectiveness to a policy should include an ex-ante
evaluation, the Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA), and
an ex-post one, the Monitoring&Evaluation process
(M&E) (European Commission), carried out in a
continuous cycle of mutual influence: therefore, RIA
development is preparatory to the application of M&E,
and vice versa.

Our central contribution is to propose an integrated
approach for the ex-post evaluation of medium term
impacts of a state level policy, already implemented and
actually operating in Public Procurement, with regard to
one of the subjects under constant debate (Ministry of
Infrastructure and Transport, 2018). An extensive
literature survey was made in order to choose the most
suitable approach for monitoring the progress achieved
by implementing the new anti-disturbance policy in
Public Procurement, and will be subsequently presented
in a summarized form. This preliminary review lead to the
construction of a Logic Model (Weiss, 1995; Fullan, 2001;
Chen, 2005) for the entire Code of Contracts and the
development of a Realist Evaluation (Pawson e Tilley,
1997) for the ex-post assessment of the anti-disturbance
policy. 

Use of Program Logic Models began in the 1970s for

program design and evaluation: they are a visual approach
to the implicit maps we all carry in our minds (The Logic
Model Guidebook, 2013); a method for presenting an
idea and share understanding about programs and
organizations. The present evaluation integrates Logic
Model with the twofold aim of (i) producing knowledge
about the general goals pursued by the policy and the
relative adopted strategies, (ii) experimenting the
fragmentation of a complex problem in partial single-
topic analysis. 

The basis of realist approach to evaluation is its particular
focus on the interaction between recorded outcomes and
context, which is interpreted from stakeholders’ point of
view, and on the concept of mechanism, that, in a particular
context, generates certain outcomes. Mechanism is the
process by which subjects interpret the underlying strategy
of an intervention (Stame, 2016), through a Context-
Mechanism-Outcome pattern (CMO), that allows to (i)
emphasize the crucial role of context within a policy impact
evaluation, (ii) set specific focus to which separately apply
the methodology, without, at the same time, losing the
alignment between the ‘big picture’ and its component
parts. A preliminary activity of data collection and extensive
documents review led to a simulation of the ex-ante stage
of the policy evaluation, whose main findings will be later
presented. Ultimately, in the analysis and results section,
the comparison between expected and achieved outcomes
is presented, with respect to the anti-disturbance policy
provided by the New Code of Contracts.

2. CONTEXT AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Better Regulation framework

The European Union aims to ensure a common market,
with standardized laws, that apply in all Member States:
this is an ongoing intention, pursued through regulatory
actions (i.e. laws, programs, policies) enacted by the
single Member States’ governments, that come from the
transposition of common European Directives, issued to
respond to specific needs, relating to the internal single
market topic. In order to support this process, a Better
Regulation Agenda was set: a systemic vision of policy
making process, promoted since 1992 by European
Commission, developed during the 2000s, intended to
foster the formulation of high quality level legislation
among Member States (Rosati, 2010). Better regulation is
not about regulating or deregulating. It is a way of
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determination is no longer identified a priori in the call
for tender, but set in a totally random way (by drawing
between the methods specified for by art. 97, c. 2 and 8),
right after the opening of the bids. 

We provide (i) a review on the application, by the

responsible institutions, of the evaluation tools at their
disposal, (ii) an assessment framework of the new anti-
disturbance policy, with empirical evidence at regional
scale, (iii) a replicable working tool for policy
monitoring&evaluation. 
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working to ensure that political decisions are prepared in
an open, transparent manner, informed by the best
available evidence and backed by the comprehensive
involvement of stakeholders (European Commission).
In this respect, and inspired by international Best
Practices (Canada and the USA were the first ones to
introduce the concept of quality in policymaking in the
80s), European Commission suggested the use of
rigorous evaluative frameworks (in the form of
guidelines) to support policymakers to keep control over
adopted strategies and expected impacts. Circularity is a

main feature of the regulatory process, in which every
step runs on previous step’s feedbacks; this way
effectiveness can be ensured to new regulations. 
RIA and M&E were transposed by Italian law: they can be
defined as tools that complement each other in achieving
quality in policy making, step by step, from needs and
priorities identification, to policy planning,
implementation and following review, in a circular
approach (D.P.C.M. 169/2017, art. 2, c. 1).
Italian law on RIA and M&E defines scope and exclusions,
main contents for each stage, relevant agencies and
procedures, but, as well as the European guidelines that it
transposes, it does not give specific indications on how
data should be processed, leaving considerable room for
the evaluator on the type of analysis to be carried out.
Consistently, the attempts of definition found in the
literature have been multiple; for simplicity we propose
the definitions given by the D.P.C.M. 169/2017. The
objective of RIA (art. 3 and 4) is to offer, during the course
of the regulatory investigation, through a transparent path
of analysis, based on empirical evidence, information
support on the appropriateness and content of the
regulatory intervention. RIA is reserved for regulatory
initiatives with a significant impact on citizens, businesses
and public administrations. In carrying out RIA,
Administrations identify and compare alternative
regulatory options, including non-intervention, assessing
their feasibility and expected effects. 
The objective of M&E (art. 5 and 6 of the above mentioned
D.PC.M.) is to provide, through a transparent evaluation
process, an information support, based on empirical
evidence, on the continuing usefulness, effectiveness
and efficiency of the regulations in force with a
significant impact on citizens, businesses and public
administrations, in order to confirm or correct the
policies adopted, proposing integration, modification or
abrogation measures.
In carrying out the M&E, the Administrations proceed,
even in the absence of a previous RIA, to the comparison
of the current social and economic situation with that
existing at the time of the formulation of the rules, as well
as to assess the registered impacts in relation to those
expected.
Since the governmental nature of the New Code of Public
Contracts of 2016, it falls within the cases of application of
RIA and M&E, under the competence of the proposing
central administrations, i.e. the Presidency of the Council
of Ministers and the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Transport. The relative Policy Cycle was then studied, in
order to draw conclusions about the actual use of these
instruments; the enactment was accompanied by a RIA, as
was the issuance of the Corrective in 2017. This is despite
the fact that the M&E from which the corrective action
should have drawn its main preliminary basis has been
defined by the Council of State as totally deficient,
generic and inadequate (Council of State, 2017).
A public consultation on some specific topics of the Code
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Figure 1 - EU Policy Cycle
(Source: www.ec.europa.eu)

Figure 2 - Policy Cycle
(Source: authors’ elaboration from Tsoukiàs, 2013)



was then launched in 2018, but there is still no clarity on
the current situation and future developments, given the
conflicting views of stakeholders, and, at the same time,
the limited information released by the Government
about a new revision of the legislation.
It is therefore clear that the transition from theory to
practice, at least in the case in point, is rather
unsatisfactory, and this is in line with the statistical data
on the use of these techniques in Italy, which is often
seen as a mere bureaucratic fulfilment. It results in a lack
of integration between RIA and M&E, at the various levels
of government, and the incompleteness in evaluation
cycle: only in very rare cases there is evidence of the
approved acts having been monitored and evaluated ex-
post (Senate of the Republic, 2018). 

2.2 Literature review

The main keywords that guided the survey of the indexed
publications were Regulatory Impact Assessment,
Monitoring&Evaluation, Policy Impact Assessment, Policy
Cycle and Policy Quality. The first aspect that can be found
through a comprehensive analysis of the results of this
survey concerns the vastness and interdisciplinarity of the
articles: in fact, applications have emerged for the ex-ante
or ex-post evaluation of the implementation of a policy,
having as subject (public) regulations concerning
heterogeneous fields (energy, health, environment,
biology, economy...), with wider and smaller areas of
competence (policies at state, local and intermediate
levels), and with approaches descending from very
different disciplines (operational research, implementation
science, economic sciences, political sciences,
administrative law, social sciences).

The issue of regulatory impact assessment has been
developed and adopted by US and Canadian legislation
since the late 1970s; scientific production has evolved in
parallel and accelerated since the 1990s (Turnpenny,
2009). From the accurate analysis of the state of the art,
then, interesting points of view and applications on the
subject emerged. For example, Ferretti, Pluchinotta &
Tsoukiàs (2019) highlight how economists have shown
interest in the matter, developing some of the most
widely used Decision Making theories supporting the ex-
ante and ex-post evaluation of public policies: Cost-
Benefit Analysis, Real Options Analysis, Game Theory;
Stem, Margoluis, Salafsky & Brown (2005) propose a
review of trends and approaches to M&E applied in
conservation ecology; Jacobs (2004) claims the
opportunity offered by the systematic use of RIA by
regulatory bodies, as a mean to relaunch the economy of
states. A criticality arose too, related to the process of
implementation of the policy evaluation tools in the
various national regulatory frameworks: in this sense, the
Best Practices at the international level are confirmed to
be the United States (the first theoreticians of the
method) and the United Kingdom, while some difficulties
emerge in Italy (Council of State, 2017), due to the
important implications that innovations like RIA pose on
administrative capacity and stakeholders’ participation
(De Francesco et al., 2011). The obstacles in developing
countries are even greater, linked to various issues such
as commitment, perception and quality of authorities,
socialization, and the allocated budget. (Kurniawan et al.,
2018). An overview of the methods found out through
literature review, that have proven to be most suitable to
process data for policy impact assessment, is proposed in
the table below. 

The study of literature review has been useful to identify
the most appropriate model of analysis, among those
therein found, for the context of the policy under
evaluation. The integration of the Logic Model with the
approach of Realistic Evaluation has therefore allowed to
develop the M&E with a methodology based on rigorous
theoretical bases and also oriented to the management of
empirical evidence.

This contribution focuses on a currently operating policy
– the New Code of Public Contracts, transposition of the
European Directives on public contracts (hereinafter the
policy) – and therefore on the assessment of the impacts
it generated on the relevant market. An analysis of the
real data concerning public contracts for works above 
€ 40,000, awarded in the Piedmont Region in the years
under study will be proposed.

2.1 Content of the evaluation: the new anti-
disturbance method in calls for tender

The New Code of Public Contracts represented an
important regulatory change, both in formal terms and in
terms of content: in order to summarise the main changes
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Figure 3 - RIA and M&E reports by central administrations in
Italy
(Source: authors’ elaboration from the presentation to Parlia-
ment on the state of implementation of RIA, 2016)
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introduced by Legislative Decree 50 and Legislative Decree
56, a distinction can be made between general, procedural
and specific novelties, content related and formal, for the
operators involved in the process (Prizzon & Rebaudengo,
2017). The main expected results of the policy include
economic growth and employment, budgetary discipline,
modernisation of public administration, the fight against
corruption and collusion, market access for SMEs,
increased confidence in public authorities and democracy,
as well as innovation and sustainable growth at an
environmental and social level (Directive 2014/24/EU). 
The heterogeneity of the field (all regional public contracts
for works, services and supplies, with amounts up to
5.548.000 €), of the figures involved and directly concerned
(public administrations, professional associations,
production associations, companies), of the amounts in
play (according to the Organisation for Economic Co-
Operation And Development the public contracts sector
accounted for 10.36% of GDP in 2015 in Italy) and of the
socio-economic territorial contexts makes the evaluation of
the impacts of the policy a complex process, in which stated

objectives and strategies adopted can present conflicts and
interactions. The complexity of the problem requires the
development of a model capable of: (i) being part of the
regulatory and evaluation process in both the ex-ante and
ex-post phases, to facilitate the exchange of feedbacks
between them; (ii) allowing part analysis, while maintaining
the link with the overall framework; (iii) reflecting the
complexities of the policy, without making the mistake of
excessive simplification; (iv) clarifying the logical
relationships between the elements; (v) including empirical
evidence and the link with the territorial context.
Following its creation, the model will be tested by carrying
out a first analysis on one of the central themes emerging
from the study of the policy, which, according to the
authors, could fall within the strategic line of the
Government linked to the fight against corruption and
collusion: the new anti-disturbance method. In fact,
efficiency analysis of public contracts and development of
corrupt risk indicators are closely related issues (ANAC,
2018), and any contract award, after verification of the
anomaly by the contracting authoriry on “mathematically”
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Table 1 - State of the art of the methods proven to be suitable for M&E of programs

Method Authors Context

Logical frameworks

Ziviani et al., 2011
Evaluation of the benefits of implementing social services
for children with physical disabilities.

Ruel-Bergeron et al., 2019
Monitoring and evaluation of a humanitarian nutrition
program in Malawi.

Logical frameworks and Realist
Evaluation Ebenso et al., 2019

Realist evaluation of a community health worker program
in Nigeria.

Return of Investment Evaluation Hall & Millo, 2018
Use of ROI by government policy-makers as an
accounting method to explain and rationalize non-profit
policy actions.

Cost-Benefit Analysis Hazilla & Kopp, 1990
Estimate the dynamic social cost of environmental quality
regulations.

Real Options Analysis Lee & Shih, 2010
Construction of an ex-ante policy evaluation model to
quantitatively estimate the policy value provided by
developing renewable energy. 

Game Theory Hermans et al., 2014
Design a long-term monitoring and evaluation
framework in the multi-actor system of coastal defense in
Holland.

Multicriteria analysis

Norese et al., 2016
Comparison of 21 municipalities to choose the best
allocation of resources for safeguarding resilience. 

Spyridaki et al., 2016
Determination of the most performing energy policy
among 10 alternatives

Panel Data Analysis

Marques & Fuinhas, 2012
Evaluation of the effectiveness of policies for renewable
energy promotion in 23 European countries.

Liu et al., 2018
Evaluation of the effectiveness of policies for renewable
energy promotion in 29 European and Asian countries.



anomalous bids, to one of these, could certainly fall within
the mentioned indicators.

The problems related to corruption in public contracts that
the Code was supposed to solve are essentially: the
extension of the time taken to award contracts, the
complexity of the regulations, the decrease in the number
of tenders and in the average value, the large number of
contracts awarded with a single bidder, the high spread of
the corrupt phenomenon and the unexpected costs,
mostly due to project variations in progress (Regulatory
Impact Analysis - Code of Public Procurement and
Concession Contracts, 2016). Among the strategies
adopted to reduce these criticalities, we will analyse here
the anti-disturbance method and its short-term impacts.

The influence that regulation on abnormal bids can have on
the development and award of a tender, and consequently
on the performance of the entire market of public
contracts, is high, as well as the interest found in this topic
from the investigation of literature: the existing studies
have examined various and interesting facets of this theme,
such as the distribution of bids and the predictability of the
threshold (Ballesteros-Pérez et al., 2013; Ballesteros-Pérez &
Skitmore, 2016; Ballesteros-Pérez, Skitmore, Pellicer &
Zhang, 2016), as well as the possibility of developing red
flags for measuring corruptive risk (Fazekas, Tóth & King,
2016); impact studies have also emerged (Gunduz &
Karacan, 2008; Gunduz & Karacan, 2017), which however
were conducted through interviews with stakeholders,
while, to the knowledge of the authors, there are no
previous attempts by the scientific community to assess the
impact in terms of regulation.

Literature review on the anomaly of the supply at European
level shows that there are several existing systems in use by
many countries that are intended to detect abnormally low
bids (Ballesteros-Pérez, Skitmore, Pellicer & González-
Cruz, 2015). The most recurring method is essentially an
arithmetic system that measures the deviation of a
particular bid from the average of all bids submitted,
applying different percentages of deviation or different
averages depending on the Country (for example Belgium,
France, Italy, Portugal, Spain and Greece have always used
deviation ranges between 10% and 15%) (Ballesteros-Pérez,
Skitmore, Pellicer & González-Cruz, 2015). Before 2016,
therefore, the various systems used by the Member States
were different, but conceptually similar, while the anti-
disturbance approach introduced by the New Code has
strongly differentiated the Italian regulatory framework
from those of other European countries, at least with regard
to this issue. This was because it had been found that,
having known in advance the rule for determining the
threshold of anomaly, it was possible for the tendering
companies to drive the tender, by submitting offers with
calculated and agreed discounts (Massari, 2017). It is
precisely to counteract this phenomenon of cartels’
formation, and respond to the problem of disturbance, that
the new method has introduced, in cases of awarding at the
lowest price, a draw for the method for calculating the

threshold of anomaly among eight possible ones, which
can only take place after bids have been delivered. In
addition, the anti-disturbance method provides, for
contracts of less than 2 million euros awarded at the lowest
price, the option of automatic exclusion of bids with
discount percentages equal to or greater than the
threshold of anomaly (art. 97, c. 8, Legislative Decree
50/2016), which should not only help to prevent corruption,
but also to speed up procedures and thus unblock the
market of public works.

3. METHOD

The methodology developed for this study is based, in
addition to the analysis of the state of the art, on the
contents of Guidelines for the evaluation of policies drawn
up by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Policy and
Operations Evaluation Department, 2009), one of the best
practices at European level, and it can be summarized in the
following steps. 

Step 1: Policy logic reconstruction. The reconstruction of
the New Code’s logic is carried out from the perspective in
which the evaluator aims to verify whether the cause-effect
relations identified by the legislator are valid for obtaining
the desired impacts and assess the extent to which the
policy has reached its expected medium term impacts. This
phase includes a period of technical-regulatory documents
review [updated at January 2019] and research of the
relevant literature and analysis, in order to collect the
significant information for a deep understanding of the
policy. With the same objective of creating a shared
interpretation of the strategies adopted by the regulation,
the main stakeholders were involved: experts in the sector
and representatives of groups interested in the measure.
This involvement took place directly, through workshops
(in the case of experts and stakeholders at regional level,
the Public Contracts Observatory of the Piedmont Region);
or by extracting opinions and points of view from the
available documentation, for the stakeholders at individual
level (the population, through analysis of the results of the
popular consultation; professionals and contracting
authorities, also on the basis of the positions declared in
the participation in numerous conferences on the subject)
and at state level (the legislator, through an in-depth study
of the RIA that accompanied the issuing of the Code and
that of the Corrective). 

In parallel to the collection of the documentation, adopting
an iterative approach, the Logic Model was the technique
used to obtain a valid, though simplified, representation of
the complexities of the system introduced by the New
Code (The Logic Model Guidebook, 2013). For the
development of the LM, a multilayer format was adopted,
which identifies, with an if-then conditional logic, the
resources invested in the program (inputs), the practical
actions (activities), the descriptive indicators of what the
specific actions generate (outputs), and the short, medium
and long term changes (outcomes and impacts).
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Step 2: Focus the context and the evaluation question. The
realistic approach assessment is based on the hypothesis
that a mechanism can work differently in different contexts,
and has a focus on understanding how this happens. Since
the object of the evaluation is a state level policy, and since
the national data collection system allows the breakdown
of the data by Region, it has been chosen here to consider
the territorial context of the Regions, intended as spaces
that have socio-economic and political characteristics more
homogeneous than the national ones; another possible
interpretation could be operating by size of municipalities,
but it would certainly be particularly complex, given that
the national data collection system is carried out on a
regional, and not municipal basis. Once the territorial scale
of the evaluation has been selected and the context of
reference has been specified, it must be described by its

socio-economic characteristics relevant to the evaluation.
In this study, they can be deducted by analysing the trends
of the market of Public Contracts in the Piedmont Region.
Another choice to make concerns the thematic focus: in
fact, concentrating the examination of all impacts in a single
assessment is not possible in the case in question, and the
Logic Model can be used as a tool to identify and select on a
case-by-case basis specific sections or components of the
policy on which to focus the partial analysis. This logic is
further confirmed by the latest literature, which only
partially addresses the issues related to the New Code
(Manzone et al., 2019, Rebaudengo et al., 2019).
In the light of these methodological hypotheses, the
second step ends with the precise identification of one or
more questions to be answered through the analysis. 
Step 3: Realistic Evaluation. Once the context has been
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Figure 4 - Diagram summarizing the process for evaluating policy impacts through the application of Logic Modeling within a rea-
listic approach
(Source: authors’ elaboration)



identified, the Realistic Evaluation foresees the
identification of one, or all, the possible mechanisms that
can contribute to answering the evaluation question: in this
sense, LMs are tools for the accomplishment of the first
step of the evaluation (description of the program and
theoretical basis) and also means for the identification of all
the possible CMOs configurations, which arise precisely
from the links between inputs, outputs, outcomes (Ebenso
et al., 2019).
The CMO hypothesis, identified and extracted from the
general Logic Model, is the starting point for the following
analysis phase.

Step 4: Partial analysis and results. This step provides
empirical content to the theoretical framework described
so far. In this sense, it was essential to having access to the
largest existing database on public contracts awarded in
Piedmont Region. It consists of a collection system in which
each tender is associated with an Identification Code; the
local Administrations are then responsible for filling in the
tender form in all its parts (timing, bids, awards, anomalies,
etc.), while the management and control operations are
jointly managed by the Regional Observatories of Public
Contracts and the ANAC (i.e. Italian National Anti-
Corruption Authority).

Step 5: Reiteration for regional contexts and for single-topic
questions. Through the focus on different Evaluation
Questions and the selection of multiple CMO hypotheses,
mono-thematic assessments can be set up starting from the
same LM and the study of contextual factors. 

Step 6: Partial results collection and drafting of the report.
This phase is essential and should not be underestimated:
the aim is to facilitate the legislator in reading the
conclusions of the analysis, i.e. to understand how and why
certain phenomena were observed in response to the
issuance of the policy.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Following the reconstruction of the policy logic (Legislative
Decree 50/2016 et seq., figure 5), a first consideration on the
context (step 2) concerns the correspondence between the
trend of the public contracts market in the Region under
analysis and that of the national framework.

As can be seen from the comparison between Graphs 1 and
2, the regional context is representative of the national
situation, especially as concerns the public works market,
both in terms of the average amount and the distribution of
values of tender over time. 

Meanwhile, the dynamics of services and supplies
contracts market appear different, particularly in the year
2016, when Piedmont Region invested more than in 2015,
going counter-trend compared to national situation. It is
therefore believed that the analysis by regional databases,
as well as simplifying the process of analysis – since it
involves small number of data compared to the national
sample – can be a useful approach to the fragmentation of

the problem for homogeneous contexts. As mentioned
above, in order to assess the impact of the regulation, it is
necessary to refer to two precise time periods: one before
(2015) and one after (2017) the implementation of the new
Code. The picture of the public contracts market in
Piedmont at those moments is shown in Table 2. The
sample referred to is an appropriate subset of information,
transmitted by the Piedmontese contracting authorities to
the Regional Observatory, which concerns, more generally,
all the phases of development of a public contract, from the
planning phase to the testing phase. The mentioned
sample includes, for 2015, more than 7.000 contracts, that
were awarded for works, services and supplies, with
amounts higher than the threshold of €40.000. The same
sample increases to about 8.400 contracts in 2017; if the
proportions in numerical terms remain almost unchanged,
this does not happen in terms of distribution of values, with
a strong growth in the percentage incidence of the sums
invested in supplies and a consequent reduction in those
engaged in works and services. The following table then
collects the representative graphs, for each year and by
type of contract (works, services and supplies), of the
distribution of the contract awards (number and values) in
the six classes of amount referred to in the legend, which
contribute to the characterization of the context.

In order to complete the second step of the model (Figure
4), it is necessary to introduce the question that will guide
the following analyses. 

“Given the (numerous) regulatory changes introduced by
Legislative Decree 50/2016, subsequent amendments, and
reference framework, has the introduction of the anti-
disturbance method (Articles 95 and 97 of the Code)
produced the impacts that the legislator had hoped for – i.e.
market growth, reduction of corruption and improved
effectiveness of public expenditure –?”

Proceeding with the Realistic Evaluation (step 3, Figure 4)
means to give an answer to this question, through the
formulation of a hypothesis of policy functioning, and its
subsequent verification through the study of empirical
data. In theory, in response to the modification of a context,
several mechanisms creating impacts can be analysed, and
can be considered separately in the formulation of the
hypotheses of operation. Here, the mechanism under
study links the intervention on the regulations concerning
the definition of anomalous bids with any signs of market
recovery.

In order to assess the impact – i.e. the achievement of the
long-term objective – some short-term variables
(outcomes) can be observed; some examples of variables
linked to the mechanism under analysis are time reduction
(for awarding, construction of works, testing, ...), costs
(fewer project variations in progress and reduced increase
in costs compared to the award amount, ...) resulting from
the formulation of a more appropriate bid compared to the
value at the base of the tender, which corresponds to a
lower award discount and not to the limits of sustainability
for the company. 
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In this context, in which economic actors can operate
without pushing competitiveness to excess, an indirect
growth of the market is desirable, both in terms of the

number and the amount of calls for tender issued. Having
said that, however, before undertaking the analysis, it is
necessary to specify a limitation that has influenced the
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Graph 1 - Contract awards 2013-2017
(Source: ANAC, 2018)

Graph 1 - Contract awards 2013-2017 in Piedmont Region
(Source: authors’ elaboration from Regional Observatort data-
base)

Figure 5 - Logic Model for the impact assessment of the New Code of Public Contracts
(Source: authors’ elaboration)
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Table 2 - Public Procurement market and contract award distribution in Piedmont: 2015-2017 comparison
(Source: authors’ elaboration from Regional Observatory database)

Number of contracts awarded in Piedmont by
contract category (Works, SErvices, SUpplies)

Total value of contracts awarded in Piedmont by
contract category (Works, SErvices, SUpplies)

WORKS.
Number of contract awards.

WORKS. 
Public procurement by class of amount.

SERVICES.
Number of contract awards.

SERVICES. 
Public procurement by class of amount.

SUPPLY.
Number of contract awards.

SUPPLY. 
Public procurement by class of amount.

2015 2017
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authors in the choice of the indicators of comparison (in
particular in terms of time and/or costs reduction): the
analysed database is not yet able to provide two
frameworks of significant data, being more than a year the
time of return of information on the progress of each
contract. With regard to the information concerning the
overall deviation from the signed contract – potential
delays and costs increases during work execution – it is
necessary to wait for the database, which is currently 33%
complete, to reach a good level of significance, at least for
the year 2017, at around 50%.

Since Contracting Authorities systematically (though not
completely) transmit the communications to the
Observatory, it is expected that a new data extraction at the
end of 2019 will allow to conclude in a more comprehensive
and exhaustive way the elaborations discussed in this
paper.

To this day, data analysis allows a characterization of the
market by dynamism and impact; the graphs on the
following pages (Table 3) make it possible to compare
works contracts awarded by year and by homogeneous
classes of amount, with particular attention to four
indicators considered significant: number of companies
bidding, awarded discount, threshold of anomaly and
number of companies above the threshold of anomaly. 

Clearly the aim was to carry out the analyses on a smaller
sample of contracts than those considered in the context
characterisation, which, however, was significant in terms
of representativeness of the sample, both for information
concerning the award discount and the anomaly of the
offer. As mentioned above, the regional database contains a
great amount of data about the execution of public
contracts in the territory, without, however, paying
particular attention to the quality of this information,
except for some strictly procedural ones (personal data,
tender information code, amounts, ...). Therefore, for the
following elaborations, the analysis has been limited to the
communications of works contracts awarded (about 1,750
in 2015 and about 1,520 in 2017, about 70% of the total works
awarded in each year) containing simultaneously
information on the discount and the anomaly. For both 2015
and 2017, the most populated value class - in terms of

awards - is the first, contracts equal to or greater than 
€ 40.000 but less than € 500.000, mainly (84% in 2015; 90% in
2017) awarded at the maximum discount/lower price, and
this phenomenon is clearly shown by the almost complete
overlapping of the lines of the relative graphs on the next
page.
The radial representation of Table 3 clearly shows the
deviations or similarities of each class of amount compared
to the average award of the year; comparing 2015 and 2017
respectively, there was a reduction in the average number
of bidders (from 19.42 to 17.02), in the award discount (by
about 3 percentage points, from 27.4% to 24.07%), in the
anomaly threshold (by more than 5 percentage points, from
29.85% to 24.47%) and, finally, a slight increase in the
number of bids placed above the anomaly threshold. 
More specifically:
• in the class of amount 40.000€-499.999€ the average

number of bidding companies is slightly reduced and,
however, the number of bids placed above the threshold
of anomaly increases;

• in the class of amount 500.000€-999.999€, the number of
bidders and, at the same time, the number of bids above
the threshold of anomaly increase (by doubling or even
tripling);

• in the class of amount 1.000.000€-1.999.999€ the number
of bids above the threshold is reduced, but the threshold
slightly increases;

• in the higher amount classes, 2015 well represents the
inverse correlation between competition level and
contract’s amount, mainly due to the reduction in the
number of economic operators meeting the
qualification requirements; 2017, however, shows some
errors in the regional database (these subsets should
not, in fact, be more “populated” after the entry into
force of the New Code, which – for works – provides for
the use of the lower price up to 2M€). 

The presented analysis, summarized in Table 3, apply the
elaborated methodology to the case study of the Piedmont
Region, assuming that we can proceed in a similar way
(through the same in – depth studies and the same data
sources – Regional Observatories) to characterize the
phenomenon on a national scale.
Although they were outlined in the model, in this phase of
the research the last two stages of the assessment (steps 5
and 6), were not conducted. They would have included
similar analysis – at regional level – on services and
supplies (fields in which, however, the effect of changes to
the legislation had less impact, acting with a different rule
and easier to apply), then the same for other regional
realities and, in sequence, for other issues mentioned
above (Figure 4).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The work summarised so far is the result of an
interdisciplinary research, still in progress, whose long-

Figure 6 - CMO under evaluation
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Table 3 - Contract awards, Piedmont Region: 2015-2017 comparison
(Source: authors’ elaboration from Regional Observatory database)

2015 2017
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term objective - in some respects a bit ambitious - is
represented by the evaluation of the impact of regulation
on the theme of abnormal bids. This required an initial in-
depth study of the relevant regulatory framework, and on
the application of the dedicated tools, which revealed an
interesting picture of visions and techniques applied to the
world of policy evaluations; in particular, in the Italian
context, an important gap emerged between the level of
detail required in the development of these tools, the
interest shown in them by some bodies, such as the AIR
Observatory and the Tuscany Region (Natalini & Sarpi,
2019), and their effective application by the institutions in
charge.
The next step was to study the evidence from the public
contracts database of the Regional Observatory, a research
partner: this phase raised some interesting issues for
reflection and opened up new paths of investigation. The
first consideration concerns the quality of the information,
which is often incomplete, to be checked on a case-by-case
basis, and therefore statistically insignificant; the data are
collected and are available, but what realities can they really
describe in this way? The cause of this situation can be
found in the manner in which the collection is
implemented, bearing in mind that if the purpose is
monitoring, the survey must be as systematic as possible.
Another possible cause is the transparency of information,
a principle which, with its obligations, has heavily invested
the contracting authorities, perhaps leading to a further
deterioration in the quality of the databases. 
For the subject under discussion, it is considered that the
data is anyway significant, but, even just because of the
necessary time lag between the moment when contract
awards are finalized and the time when all the requested
information is transmitted, the time needed for some
processing can be extended excessively. Perhaps it would
be necessary to rethink the purposes for which data are
collected, even by introducing automatic methods of
control, in order to reduce the phase of punctual
intervention by those who investigate one or more
phenomena. Waiting for a future extraction from the
regional DB, which will allow to complete the analysis of
the impact also in terms of time and costs, for now we can
observe some effects related to recent regulatory changes,
in particular a slight contraction of the market as a result of
the introduction of a mechanism – the “random”
determination of the threshold of anomaly – which has

partly reduced competition (consequence, also, of the
crisis in the sector) and has contracted – as desired by the
legislator – award discounts and thresholds of anomaly.
Even though, as mentioned above, the reduction of average
award discounts is a good sign, which indicates -on the one
hand – that the sum at the basis of the calls for tenders are
correctly determined and – on the other- that economic
operators formulate their bids in a more appropriate
manner and therefore prefigure fewer risks for the
execution phase, however, the issue of how the threshold
of anomaly value is determined should be re-examined. 
The regulatory intervention has transposed into law the
necessity of making impossible the determination of the
anomaly threshold before the submission of bids.
However, recent studies (Grosso et al., 2018) show a
sometimes excessive range of anomalies which, in order
not to be too small and therefore easy to determine in
advance, risks to exclude a growing number of businesses,
as seen in the graphs in Table 3, which are still likely to be
“adequate” in terms of supply. This also happens because
the Contracting Authorities make great use of the
automatic exclusion of bids above the anomaly threshold.
In this direction, i.e. through the study of the size of the
anomaly range in relation to number of calls for tenders,
distribution of rebates and classes of amount, for case
studies representative of the sample, possible
simplifications of the methods of calculating the threshold
value are being defined which, for the reasons mentioned
above, can only remain unknown a priori as currently
provided for by the regulations.
Finally, a method was developed that could be sufficiently
descriptive, for the Italian case, of the most recent
legislation on public contracts and its impact on market, but
at the same time replicable for other regulatory
interventions and/or policies at regional or supra-regional
level. Replicability is an intrinsic feature of the evaluation
model that has been developed; starting from the initial
Logic Model, setting up new CMO hypotheses and
applying them to the different regional databases in a
systematic way would lead to the construction of the
complete picture, designed for monitoring and evaluation.
An obstacle to such a project, however, is found in the
current national context, in which new possible
revisions/amendments of the legislation, announced in
recent months, would end up calling into question what
has been said so far.
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